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Introduction

Data warehousing is used for reducing the load of on-line
transactional systems by extracting and storing the data
needed for analytical purposes (e.g., decision support, data
mining). A materialized view of the system is kept at a site
called the data warehouse, and user queries are processed using thw view. The view has to be maintained to reflect the
updates done against the base relations stored at the various data sources. The eflicient incremental maintenance of

views has become an important
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since the update efhciency of the warehouse view is counterbalanced by the query ovtxhead at the data sources. Several
approached have focused on the problems associated with
incremental view maintenance. Such problems include dealing with the anomalks resulting horn the order of proceeding events, the levels of consistency in reflecting the source
states in the view and the current Validlty of the view.
Previous work [ZGMHW95, HZ96Z, ZGMW96, HZ96b,
BCP96, GJM96, QGMW96, GMS93, HGMW+95, GM95,
CGL+96, BLT86, CW91, GL95, QW91, S184] on this issue
has formed a spectrum of solutions ranging from a fully virtual approach at one end where no data is materialized and
all queries are answered by interrogating the base relations
to a full replication at the other end where the whole data in
the base relations is copied so that the updatea can be handled locally at the data warehouse. The twu extreme solutions are inefficient in terms of communication in the former
case, and storage in the latter. A more eilicient solution is to
materialize the relewant subsets of the data at the base relations pertaining to the actual view and process user queries
against thu local data. The updates done against the base
relations are propagated to the materialized view and the
view is maintained incrementally. However, this approach
may necessitate a solution in whk.h the sourcez have to be
contacted for additional information to ensure correctness.
Example work includes the ECA algorithm [ZGMHW95] de
signed for a system with a central database site, the Strobe
algorithms [ZGMW96] handling multiple, distributed sites,
a hybrid system ~Z96a] combming dflerent regions of the
spectrum. Self-maintainable views whd
lie towards the
fully materialised end of the spectrum [GJM96, QGMW96],
or full replication ~Z96b] do not require additional querying of the sources. These ditlerent approached come with
varying overheads and costs as dmuased later in the paper.
Our algorithms are designed for a system in whkh there
are multiple distributed autonomous sources and data at a
source may be updated as a result of local update transactions, which are independent with respect to the update
transactions at other sources. Several consistency notions
have been associated with the views at the data warehouse,
viz., complete consistency, strong consistency, weak coneis
tency, and convergence [ZGMHW95, ZGMW96].
We de
velop two eilicient algorithms in this paper. The first algorithm ensures complete consistency (the most stringent
of the requirements) of the view by ordering the updates as
they are delivered at the data warehouse and guarantees that
the state of the view at the data warehouse preeervts the
delivery order of updates. Unlike some previous algorithms
for incremental view maintenance, this algorithm does not

We presrentincremental view maintenance algorithms for a
data warehouse derived from multiple distributed autonomous
data sources. We begin with a detailed framework for am+
lyzing view maintenance algorithms for multiple data sources
with concurrent updates. Earlier approaches for view maintenrmce in the presence of concurrent updates typically rquire two types of messages: one to compute the view change
due to the inkial update and the other to compensate the
view change due to interfering concurrent updates. The algorithms developed in this paper instead perform the compensation locally by using the information that is already
available at the data warehouse. The fit algorithm, termed
SWEEP, ensures complete consistency of the view at the
data warehouse in the presence of concurrent updates. Pre
vious algorithms for incremental view maintenance either
required a quiescent state at the data warehouse or required
an exponential number of messages in terms of the data
sources. In contrast, this algorithm does not require that
the data warehouse be in a quiescent state for incorporating the new views and also the message complexity is linear in the number of data sources. The second algorithm,
termed Nested SWEEP,
attempts
to compute a composite
view change for multiple updates that occur concurrently
while maintaining
strong consistency.
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in the order in which they are sent. No assumption is made
about the communication between the dfierent sites maintaining the data sources. In tit, they may be completely
independent and may not be able to communicate with each
other. The underlying databmodel for each data source
is wsumed to be a relational data model. Each data source
may store any number of base relations, but conceptually we
assume a single base relation RA at data source i. Each data
source is assumed to be completely autonomous in that the
updates on different data source are not related, and ther~
fore not synchronized. However, we wnune that for a given
data source, updates are executed atomically. As shown in
Figure 1, the updates at each source are monitored. As updates occur, they are transmitted asynchronously horn the
source to the data warehouse. All the updates performed
atomically at a data source are sent as a single unit from
the source to the data warehouse [ZGMW96].
We assume that the view function used at the data ware
house for the materialized view is defined by the SPJ-exprasaion
(selection-projection-join).
That is, if {Rl,..., ~,..., &}
are the n base relations at corresponding data sources, the
view denoted V, is as follows:

require that the data warehouse be quiescent for incorporating the new view. Also, the complexity oft he number of
messages involved in processing an update is linear with respect to the number of individual data sources. The second
algorithm ensures strong consistency and in the worst case
has linear message complexity (message complexity may be
amortized over several updates if they are concurrent).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the data warehouse model. In Sections 3 and 4,
a framework is developed for analyzing and characterizing
view maintenance algorithms and diHerent approaches for
compensating the effects of concurrent updatea are described.
The two algorithms SWEEP and Nested SWEEP are presented in Sections 5 and 6. The paper concludes with a
summary of the results in Section 7.
2

The Data Warehouae Model

We adopt the data warehouse model developed in [ZGMW96,
HZ96a, HZ96b]. In th~ model, updates occurring at the
data sources are classified into three categori=
1. Siigle update transactions where each update is em+
cuted at a single data source.

%electCond
n
ProjAttr

2. Source local transactions where a sequence of updates
are pedormed as a single transaction. However, all of
the updates are directed to a single data source.

For the purpose of this paper, we assume that the updates
being handled at the data warehouse are of types 1 and
2. The approaches described in [ZGMW9fi] can be used to
extend the algorithms presented in th~ paper for type 3
updates.
The updates at the data sources can be handled at the
data warehouse in different ways. Depending on how the up
dates are incorporated into the view at the data warehouse,
different notions of consistency of the view have been identified in [ZGMW96, HZ96a]. These are defined as follows:

●

●

.“N~)

It is possible to model the data warehouse using more
complex view functions such as aggregatea, but for simplicity we restrict the model in this paper to SPJ expressions.
The updates to the base relations are -tuned
to be inserts
and deletes of tuples. Furthermore, a modtiy is modeled as
a delete followed by an insert. Although some earlier data
warehouse models assume that the view definition includes
the key attribute of each base relations, no such assumption
is made here. However, it is assumed that the multiplicity of a tuple is maintained in terms of a control field that
maintains the occurrence of each tuple [GM S93]. In particular, each tuple in the materialized view has a count value
which indicates in how many different ways the same tuple
can be derived from the given view definition and the source
relations.

3. Global transactions where the updates involve multiple
data sources.

●

(RI W””” W~w”

Convetyence where the updates are eventually incorporated into the materialized view.

3

Strung consistency where the order of state transformations of the view at the data warehouse corresponds
to the order of the state transformations at the data
sources.

Maintaining
tat”mns

Consistency of Incremental Viw

Compu-

The main problem that arises in the context of a data warehouse is to maintain the materialized view at the data warehouse in the presence of updates to the data sources. A
simple approach of recomputing the view es a result of each
update is unrealistic. A more appropriate solution wuuld
be to update the data warehouse incrementally in response
to the updatea arriving from the data sources. If any two
updates are sufficiently far apart in terms of time such that
the incremental recomputation of the view is not interfered
by these updates, the view maintenance can be carried out
in a straightforward manner. In this case, when an update
AR, i.e., au update to the base relation R, is received at
the data warehouse, the incremental changes are computed
by querying the other data sources by sending appropriate
pm
of the following query [HJ91, HZ96a, GM95, GHJ96]:

Complete consistency where every state of the data
sources is reflected as a distinct state at the data warehouse, and the ordering constraints among the state
transformations at the data sources are preserved at
the data warehouse.

In this paper, we first describe an algorithm that ensures
complete consistency of the viewa. Later we relax this re
quirement to achieve strong consistency. Commercially available data warehouse products such as Red Brick systems
[RBS96] only ensure convergence.
The architecture of the data warehouse is rs shown in
Figure 1 ~GMW+95].
The underlying system used for the
data warehouse consists of n sites for data sources and another site for storing and maintaining the materialized view
of the data warehouse. The communicantion between each
data source and the data warehouse site is assumed to be reliable and FIFO, i.e., messages are not lost and we delivered

%electCond( RIN”-”
n
ProjAttr

NA~N

“-”~~)”

We illustrate the concept of incremental view maintenance
with the foUowing example. Assume two relations R1 and
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Figure 1: An Architecture

of a Data Warehouse

Rz and a view defined x a simple join over the two relations
V = R1 N Rz. Aa a remdt of an update AR1 the new view
should be as follows:
(Rl+ARl)w

R2=Rlw

R2+ARl~R2

Since the data warehouse alreadY h% RI N R2, it only needs
to compute a query QI = AR1 N R2 at the data source with
RZ and incorporate the results into the materialized view.
As d~ussed in the model, the updatea are in the form of
inserts and deletes of a tuple. Using the above notation, AR
for an insert will carry a positive sign and hence wiU have
the effect of adding tuples to the materialized view. Deletes,
on the other hand, will result in AR having a negative sign
and therefore will result in removing the appropriate tuples
from the materialized view. In this way the views can be
maintained incrementally = long as the updates are sepi+
rated h enough for completing the incremental computation of the view. Unfortunately, such a separation between
updates is not always guaranteed and can not be enforced
due to the autonomous nature of the data sources with respect to the data warehouse. Hence, the data warehouse
problem is to maintain the views incrementrdly in the presence of concurrent updates occurring at the data sources.
The ECA [ZGMHW95] and Strobe [ZGMW96] algorithms
are examples of two approaches for addressing this problem.
In the case of ECA, the data warehouse model is re
stricted in that the number of data sources is limited to
a single data source. However, the data source may store
several base relations. In order to understand the ECA algorithm, let us extend the above example to involve a join
of three relations, RI N Rz K &. When an update ARL
arrives at the data warehouse it composes the incremental
quwy Qi = AR1 D9Rz N RS and sends it to the data source.
While Q1 is in transit horn the data warehouse to the data
source, further updates, e.g. ARz, may occur at the data
source and may be delivered to the data warehouse. As a
result of the two updates, the view should change to the
fouowblg:

The answer to the incremental quexy Q1 wiU include the
effects of ARI and AR2 and hence will be Al = (ARI N
R2 m &) + (ARI ~ AR2 N R3). We refer to AR, M
AR2 W & = the error tennl in the incremental am&mr
due to concurrent update ARz. Incorporating Al into the
materialized view will not reflect all the changes that should
have occurred after the two updates, i.e., R1 W AR2 N R2, is
missing. A bliid formulation of the incremental query Q2 as
RI w ARz W & will result in an incorrect answer since QI
has partiaUy incorporated the Weds of update AR2. The
ECA protocol is based on this idea and uses the notion of
‘compensationn to formulate a query Qz to of%et the error
term introduced in Al, In particular, Q2, in this example
wiU be formulated as:
(Ri W AR2 N R3) - (AR,

M AR2 N R3)

It is interesting to note that with the above formulation, it
is easy to identify an optimization for ECA [ZGMHW95]. In
particular, after an initial update ARI, if there is a sequence
of concurrent updates Al Rz, AZ RZ, ..., Ah Rz that occurred
whide QI = ARl M R2 Cd~ was in transit, ordy one incr~
mental query Qz formulated for all updates AiRz is needed.
There is no need to send individual incremental queries corresponding to each update A. Rz. In ECA the size of query
messages is quadratic in the number of interfering updates.
Instead of generaUzing ECA for a distributed data warhouse model, Zhuge et al. [ZGMW96] proposed a new algorithm caUed Strube for maintaining views incrementally
1Hull and Zhou [HZ96a] referto this as the problem
contribution.
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in an environment with multiple data sources. In the basic
version of Strobe, the error term due to concurrent updates
is handled by making the foUowing assumptions about the
base relations and the materialized view. The materialized
view in Strobe ia assumed to be art SPJ-expression where the
projection list contains the key attributes from each relation.
As a result of this xwsumption the handliig of the error term
is localized at the data warehouse. The concurrent updates
are handled by recognizing the type of updates being a delete
or an insert of a tuple. If the update corresponds to a delete
of a tuple, the update is handled locally by inserting a delete
marker for all ongoing incremental queries aa welt as in an
accumulated answer list for subsequent incorporation in the
materialized view. On the other hand, if an update is an insert, a query is inkiated baaed on the definition of the view
and evaluated at all of the sources. The error term reeulting from concurrent inserts may result in duplicates.
Strobe
handles thw by suppressing all duplicates before merging
the results of the query into the materialized
view. This is
always possible since the view definition assumes that the
view always includes key attributes of all baas relations.
We illustrate Strobe using the above framework. As before, the view is defined as a join of three relations 121 t4
R2 M R3 and consider the case when both ARl and AR2 are
inserts of a tuple. Assume the same scenario in which ARz
overlapped with the computation of Q1 = AR1 M R2 M R3.
Unlike in ECA, the query Qz doea not compensate for offsetting the error term in the answer of QL and instead is
formulated w follows: RI W AR2 M i%. The answers to the
queries are:

concurrent updates arise then the resulting answer of Q1 can
be merged into the materialized
view which will reflect the
correct state after AR1. However, if a concurrent updatez

ARQ occurs during the computation of the answer to QI
then the answer will have an error term ARI M ARz M
&M
. . . . The data warehouse now has to send a query,
which is AR1 M AR2 M Rz, to ~, . . . to subtract out the
effects of the error term. During th~ evaluation, if a concurrent update AR2 occurs then we will again get a second
order error term AR1 N AR2 N AR M .,.. As a result, a
furthw compensation query needs to be sent to the remaining base relations. In the above example, we illustrated the
problem of nested compensation by using a single concurrent update. If there are at most K concurrent updatee that
can arrive between the time a query is sent and its answer ia
received, then the authors show that at most Kn – 2 queries
need to be sent for a single update [ZGMW96].
Zhuge et al. [ZGMW96] optimize the Cstrobe algorithm
by exploiting the unique key attribute in SPJ expression and
When the
by ctilfying
updates into inserts and tietes.
initial update is a delete of a tuple it is immediately incorporated locally at the data warehouse. This is possible due
to the unique key assumption. On the other hand, if the
initial update is an insert then a query is sent to the data
sources. The effects of all concurrent updates, during the
time the query is being evaluated, need to be offset. For
all concurrent deletes new queries are sent to insert the tuples that may be misskg in the initial answer. Concurrent
inserts are handled locally by deleting the corresponding tuples from the initial answer. All subsequent queries initiated
due to concurrent deletes are handled in the same manner.
By grouping queries that are sent to the same base relation,
the mmplexity of C-strobe can be made (n - 1)! instead of
K“-z.
However, this is still a very high value, and renders
the algorithm unscalable for a large number of data sources.

and
A2=RIMAR2M

R3+ARIMAR2MR3

This results in the term AR1 M AR2 M % being included
twice in the materialised
view. Since the tuplea are assumed
to have key attributes
from each base relation, by suppressing duplicates this error term cau be mily eliminated in
Strobe. The problem with the Strobe algorithm is that the
materialized
view cannot be updated until there is quie+
cence in the s@m,
i.e,, the algorithm waits until all up
dates su~ide and only then the answers resulting from all
updates are merged in the view. Until then the materialii
view trails the updated state of the data sources. In t&t,
the materialized view will never get updated if there is no
pmiod of quiescence in the system. Strobe enaurea strong
consistency but not complete consistency since it incorp~
rates the effects of several updates collectively.
Zhuge et al. [ZGMW96] propose another algorithm called
C-strobe, to circumvent the necessity of quiescence in the
Strobe algorithm. In Cstrobe, each update is handled completely at the data warehouse before handling subsequent
u@tm.
In this sense, C-strobe provides complete conais.
tency. That is the state of the materialized view reflects
every state transition of the data sources. B&ically, in Cstrobe an answer to a given update is evaluated by contacting all the sources. Due to concurrent updates, this answer
may contain errors. Further queries are generated to compensate for this error and further errors may arise due to
concurrent updates during the compensation queries. We
illustrate thu problem by using our hxnework.
Consider a view definition involving multiple relations
and an update AR1. In response, the data warehouse dm
MRg M... to the data
patches a query Q1 =ARIWRz
sources corresponding to the base relations Rz, R.I, . . .. If no

4

On-line Error Correction Of Incremental Mew Compw
tet”mns

All of the abon algorithms, ECA [ZGMHW95], Strobe, and
CX3trobe [ZGMW96], completely evaluate the answer to a
query before doing any compensation. As a consequence,
all updates that are received at the data warehouse betwean
the time when the query is initiated up to the time it is
fully evaluated are considered concurrent updatea. In the
case of ECA with a single data source, these updates are
indeed concurrent updates that interfered with the evaluation of the query. However, in a distributed setting, an
update from a data source will only interfere with a query if
the update occurs between the sending of the query to and
the receiving of the answer from that data source. If, on
the other hand, the update occurs after the query has been
evaluated at that source, then th~ update does not interfere
with the answer. Hence, the answer should not be compensated for such updates. Strobe and C-strobe assume that
even such updates must be compensated, Thii, however,
does not result in any inconsistency due to the unique key
assumption. If the unique key assumption is dropped then
compensation for non-interfering updates will result in compensation for an error term that was non-existent resulting
in an inconsistency.
‘We assume that an update AR2
the data warehouse after sending of

is concurrent

if it is received

at

the query to the data source R2
and before receiving the answer from R2. If AR2 arrives afier the
query haa beerr evaluated
at Rz, itisdeemed not concurrent.
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Waiting to do the compensation until the query has been
completely evaluated at all data sources also results in the
less of the opportunity of subtracting the error term locally
at the data warehouse itself. That is, the compensation has
to be done by sending compensating queries to eliminate the
Weds of concurrent updates. In a distributed setting, the
answer to a query cannot be evaluated atomically. As shown
in F@re2,aqueryRlN. .
.R.i-INARiMl&+I~”.oN
a needs to be computed iteratively as foUows: tirst in the
left dwection from m and then proceed rightward from IL.
The left side of the query proceeds iteratively by performing
the computation at R-1, getting an anSWIZ Ai- 1, followed
by performing the computation at &-z and so on as shown
in the figure. Sknilarly for the right direction.
While this query is being evaluated updatea may occur
at any of these sources, and as a result an error ttxm may
be introduced into the answers from the individual sites.
For example, when the query initiated as a result of AR
is in progress, an update ARi– 1 occurs before R-l N AR
is evaluated at Ri - 1. As a result of the FIFO property of
communication channels, the data warehouse must receive
A&_ ~ before it receives the answer to the query R--l W
AR.+. From this the data warehouse can conclude that the
answer includes the error term AR+ I M AR+, which can be
evaluated locally and its effects can be eliminated born the
answer set resulting in the desired answer &-1 D4ARi. We
refm to this as an on-line enwr correction since it eliminates
the effects of concurrent updates as soon as they are detected
at the data warehouse. In contrast, in the Strobe/Cstrobe
algorithm, this error accumulates until the entire query is
completely evaluated by querying all data sources. Under
this approach, the local information at the data warehouse is
not sufficient to eliminate th~ accumulated error and hence
the data sources need to be queried to compensate for th~
aror.
In the general case, the warehouse may receive a concurrent update ARj, j < t, while it is evaluating the incremental query resulting &om ARi. As before, when the
answer arrivea from the data source Rj, it is (Rj + ARj) N
NA~hate.ad
of RjNRj+l
M...M
R.j+l M... M&_l
R.i-l W ARi.
The error term included in the answer is
ARj M Rj+l N . . . w ~_l w Am, which can be evaluated
locally at the data warehouse since both components, ARj
and Rj+l CU. . . w ~_ 1 N AR are available at the data
warehouse. Note that the latter term is the partially evaluated answer from Rj+l for the query initiated on account
of A&. The case of a concurrent update ARj, j > i, is
symmetric.
5

5.1

The SWEEP algorithm

We begin by describing the update and query server component employed at each data source to facilitate incremental
view maintenance at the data warehoux.
Figure 3 shows
the code for the update and query server at a data source.
The server essentially provides services to handle updates
occurring at the base relation at the data source and to answex incremental queries initiated by the data warehouse.
As shown in Figure 3, the servm module batdcally consists of two process threads corresponding to the two types
of input events that may occur at the data sources:
1. An update

AR at the relation R.

2. A request to compute new incremental view, AV
We resume that the server processes requests sequentially,
i.e., a request is completely serviced before servicing the
next request. The server processes the internal event AR
by forwarding the update to the data warehouse. A query
request from the data warehouse is computed by performing the join of the local base relation R with the partially
computed answer AV included in the query. The result of
the join is then sent back to the data warehouse. Note that
the join at the data source must be synchronized with the
local update transactions occurring at the data source.
F@re 4 depicts the software module that is employed at
the data warehouse for view maintenance. The main function in this module is ViewChange
which is invoked for every update (AR, i) received at the data warehouse. As mentioned before, ViewChange
ensures that the change in view
computed will reflect all the updates at the data sources that
are delivered at the data warehouse up to (AR, i) but none
of the updates that are delivered after it. The view change
computation proceeds as followa. Initially, the change in the
view V, denoted AV, is initialized to AR. Next, the view
computation is carried out by querying data sources to the
left of i one at a time. Then AV is computed incrementally by contacting sources to the right of i one at a time.
The two for loops correspond to this iterative computation
or sweep (the reason for the name SWEEP). In each iteration, AV is expanded by querying data source j and the
answer AV is compensated at the data warehouse for any
errors that arose due to a concurrent update (AR, j). The
detection of a concurrent update is done by checking if the
UpdateMessageQueue
has ARj that arrived before receiving the answer AV from the data source j. If there are multiple interking updates found in the UpdateMessageQueue
coming from Rj, they can be merged into a single ARj at
this point. After querying all data sources except i, the
change intheview
AV=Rl
N.-.WAi.i
W... &is
returned.
The data warehouse module employs two processes to
handle view changes. The process, LogUpdates, receives
the updates from various data sources ovw the communication channel and appends them to a message queue for
later processing. The other process, ViewUpdate, removes
an update message (AR, i), from the message queue and invokes the function ViewChange
for AR+. The ViewUpdate
process incorporates the change in the view, AV, returned
by the function into the view, V, and proceeds to remove
the next message in the message queue. If three are no
new messages, the process blocks until the queue becomes
non-empty. We -ume
that the view V is initialized to the

Independent Updates

In this section, we develop an algorithm baaed on on-line
error correction to update the materialii
view at the data
warehouse incrementally for every update. The updates occurring at difkent data sources are totally ordered based
on the order in which the updates are delivered to the data
warehouse. The materialized view, therefore, is updated in
the order of these updates. Thus for an update u, the rdgrithm ensures that the effects of all the updates that arrived
at the data warehouse before u will be reflected in the ma
terialiied view but none of the etRwts of the updates that
arrived after u will be included. Hence, the algorithm ensures complete consistency. The algorithm presented here is
motivated from the brief description of an incremental view
update approach presented in [HZ96Z].

correct
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MODULE

2: On-liie Incremental View Computation

UpdateHQue?@erveq

CONSTANT

MvIndez = i;
PROCESS Send Updnteq
BEGIN
LOOP
RECEIVE AR FROM R;
SEND( AR, MuIndez) TO Dato Warehouw
FOREVER;
‘
END SendUpdateq
PROCESS PmceaeQuertt
BEGIN
LOOP
RECEIVE AV FROM

DataWarehouse

AV = ComvuteJrnn(AV. R):
SENDA V TO Data Warehouse;
FOREVER,
END ProcemQue~
BEGIN /8 Initialization

“/

StartProcess(SendUpdates);
StariProcess(ProcemQuerU);
END Update?YQuetyServer.

Figure 3: The Update and Query Server at the Data Source i

5.2

Example

In this section, we illustrate the details of SWEEP by using the following examplea. Conaider a data warehouse
that is defined over three data sources with base relations
l?l [A, B], %[C, D] and Rs[E, ~. The notation R[X, Y] signitks relation R with two attributes X and Y. Let the
materialized view be detined by the following SQL query:
SELECT R2.D, R3.F WHERE

RI .B = Rz.C AND

R2.D = &.E
which is equivalent to the following SPJ mcpressiom
V(R1 , R2, R3) = ~

(R1[A, B] ‘EC R2[C, D] ‘fi~ R3[E, @

.

[D,F]

The initial configuration of each relation is as shown in Figure 5. The initial state of the data warehouse is {(7, 8)[2]}
where the integer value in the square brackets represents the
number of ways in which tuple (7,8) is materialized.
We now consider three updates ARs, Al-k, and AR~ that
occurred at various data sources. Assuming that each up

date occurred sequentially, i.e., the new view was computed
422

before the next update occurred. The resulting state transformation is illustrated in F@re 5. Any algorithm that
ensures complete consistency must re.tlect all of the above
state transformations even if the updates are concurrent
(but maintain the relative order). We now illustrate this
property of SWEEP by considering the case when the above
three updates occur concurrently. Since AR2 is the first to
be delivered at the data warehouse the ViewChange function is initiated on its behalf and therefore AR2 = {+(3, 5)}
is removed from the message queue (see process UpdateView
in Figure 4). As a result of the left sweep, AV = {+(3, 5)}
is sent to the data source with relation R1. Before the answer to this query is returned from the data source Rl, both
updates A% and ARI are delivered to the data warehouse.
Thus, as per the code in Figure 4, the answer tkom R1 which
is {(1,3,5)}
must be compensated to eliminate the efk%s
of the concurrent update ARI. The compensation will be
{-(2, 3)} M {(3, 5)} which evaluatea to be {-(2, 3, 5)}. The
compensation
{-(2, 3, 5)} that was deleted aa a result of
ARI is added to the partial view change makiig AV to
be {(1,3, 5), (2,3, 5)}. The partially computed view change
AV is forwarded to the data source with R3 during the

MODULE DataWarehouse;
GLOBAL DATA
V: RELATION; /“ Initialized to the corrtwt view */
UpdateMemoge@eue:
QUEUEinitiallyO;

FUNCTIONViewChonge( AR: RELATION; UpdateSource:

INTEGER):

RELATION

VAR

AV, TempView:
j: INTEGER

RELATION;

BEGIN

AV = AR,
/8 Camp.te the left part of the incrementalview resultingfrom AR 8/
FOR (j = UpdateSource – 1; j ~ 1; j ––) DO
TempView . A~
SENDAV TO Data Source j;
RECEIVEdV FROM Data Source j;
/“ Ramove the error due to concurrent update if any “/
IF 3ARj ~ vpdateMe#6ageQuer4e
THEN AV = AV – ARj W TempView;
ENDFOR;
/“ Compute the right part of the incremental view resulting from AR ‘/

FOR (j = UpdateSource + 1; j < w j ++) DO
TempView = AV;
SENDAV TO Data Source j;
RECEIVEAV FROM Data Source j;
/“ Remove the error due to concurrent update if any “/
IF 3AlZj E UpdateMe.nageQueu.
THEN AV = AV – ARj H TempView;
ENDFOR;
RETURN(AV);

ENDIF;

ENDIF;

END ViewChangq
PROCESS LogUpdatea;
BEGIN
LOOP
RECEIVE AR FROM Data Source i;
APPEND (AR, i) TO Updm?eMe6mgeQwme;
FOREVE~
END LogUp&tea;

PROCESS UpdateView;
BEGIN
LOOP
REMOVE (AR, i) FROM Updateh4ea.mgeQueuq
V = V + ViewChange(AR,
i)
FOREVER;
END UpdateView;

/“ block if queue empty “/

BEGIN /“ Start DataWarehouae Processes 8/
Start Proceaa(LogUpdoten);
StartPrOcem(Update View);
END Dots Worehouae.

F@re

4: The Incremental View Construction Algorithm
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Figure 5: An example illustrating the effect6 of updates on the data sources and the materialized view (the value in the square
brackets reprewnts the tuple count)
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right sweep of ViewChange
when the answer is obtained

warehouse software module but will result in a rapid installation of view changes at the data warehouse.
To maintain
consistency,
the view changes should be incorporated in the

on behalf of AR2. once again,
horn R3 it includes the effects

of AR3 and is {(1,3, 5, 6), (2,3, 5,6)}. This result is compensated for the exror term {(1,3, 5), (2,3,5)} W {–(7,8)}
which is 0. After incorporating AV into the materialized

order of the arrival of the updates and a more elaborate
mechanism will be needed to detect concurrent updates.

view, we get {(5, 6)[2], (7, 8)[2]} whkh is indeed the desired
result as shown in Figure 5.
Assuming that the next update message in the message
queue is Am, the view change process proceeds as foUows.
In the left sweep R2 is queried and the answer returned is
{–(3, 7, 8)} which is a correct answer since AR2 is not concurrent with AR3. The left sweep continues and the partial
view change is computed furthw by querying RI resulting in
the answer {–(1, 3,7, 8)}, which reflects the efkcts of ARI
that is indeed concurrent with respect to AR3. As a result
of local compensation which is {–(2, 3)} M {–(3, 7, 8)} =
{-(2,
3,7, 8)}, the deleted tuple is added into AV making
it {–(1, 3,7, 8), –(2, 3,7, 8)}. When this view change is incorporated into the materialized view we get V = {(5, 6)[2]}
which is the desired state of the data warehouse after ARz
and AR3 ss shown in Figure 5. It can be easily verified that
after executing ViewChange on behalf of the last update
AR1, the final state will indeed be as shown in Figure 5.
5.3

6

Cumulative Updates

In this section, we extend SWEEP so that the view maint~
nance for multiple updates can be carried out in a cumulative manner. Since a view change due to multiple updatea
is incorporated into the materialized view, the algorithm
no longer ensures complete consistency. However, the algorithm doea ensure strong consistency, thus ensuring correctness of user queries at the mate.rialiaed view.
6.1

The Nested SWEEP

Algorithm

The SWEEP algorithm described in the previous section incrementally
incorporates
the effects of each source update
one at a time. Hence, when a set of concurrent updates oc-

cur, they are handled sequentially, incorporateing the results
of the new update into the data warehouse before proceeding
to handle the next update. Thus, even though a concurrent
update may have occurred, the algorithm,
conservatively,
eliminates the Weds of its error term and keeps it in the
update message queue to be handled later. We first note
that such subsequent updates may be able to share components of incremental query results of the current update.
This fact can be exploited by piggybacking queries for the
new updates on top of the queries initiated for the current
update. However, queries resulting from a concurrent update cannot simply be tagged on to an existing query since
such a query already incorporates the partial evaluation of
the updates resulting from the current update.
We illustrate this with an example involving base relations Rl,... Rj, &,. Rk,. .. Rk,.. .&.
Asinthe
earlier algorithm, when AR is received at the data warehouse, a
set of queries are formulated and sent first in the left directional sweep and then in the right directional sweep. Consider the situation when a concurrent update, ARj (j < i)
occurs and is received at the data warehouse before receiving the answer to its qucxy from Rj. In this case, when
the data warehouse does receive the answer from Rj, it
first eliminates the error term caused by ARj, resulting in
once this is evalthe partial MMWU Rj W . . . w AR.
uated, and assuming no more updatea, the previous algcrithm proceeds past Rj to incorporate the efkct of Ah on
all relations to the left of Rj resulting in the answer set
MRj_l
D4Rj WRj+lW.
..tUA~
~dfkallyall
RIM...
the relations to the right of ~, i.e., A; = RI W . . . Rj_l W
W&.
RjWRj+l
W... t4A&W&+1DQ...
When the data warehouse later decides to incorporate
the effects of ARj, a new sweep of the relations is made
resulting in an answer set which can be expressed as foUows:
Aj=RIN
. .. Rj.l WARj NRj+l~..
.CU&n”w ~Ri+lN
. .. W&where
&neW” IS & + ARi. We note that both Ai
and Aj share several terms in common, whkh are R1 N ..0 M
Rj-l and &+l M . . . N &. Furthermore, by the time the
data warehouse is evaluating these terms on behalf of ARi,
it is already aware of the new concurrent update ARj and
has in fact used it to eliminate the error term for relation
Rj. This fact can be exploited by dovetailing the remainder
computation for AR with ARj. However, before this can be
done we must compute the missing view change components
for ARj. To correctly dovetail the evaluation of ARj with

Discussicm

We conclude th~ section with a brief analysis of the independent update based view maintenance algorithm, SWEEP,
as well as its comparison with other view maintenance algorithms. One of the main properties of SWEEP is that it
ensures complete consistency. Hence, all queries executed at
the data warehouse are guaranteed a consistent view of the
distributed database. Another property of this algorithm
is that in contrast to the earlier approaches for view maintenance, the exror compensation is completely localized at
the data warehouse. As a consequence, the cost of computing the view change per update in this algorithm is linear
in the number of messages, i.e., only (n – 1) messages are
needed where n is the number of data sources. ThM is significantly cheaper than C%trobe which supports the same
notion of consistency as SWEEP but has a message complexity of (n - 1)! in the worst case. Although Strobe may
be more efficient since it piggybacks the view change for
multiple updates, it may not termimte if there is no quie
cence at the data warehouse. In that case, the view at the
data warehouse may trail significantly compared to the state
of the data sources. ECA cannot be compared directly to
SWEEP since the former has been designed for a single data
source and cannot be used with multiple data sources. However, the size of the compensation queries in ECA increa.ws
quadratically in terms of the number of concurrent updates.
Furthermore, none of these algorithms have been designed
to perform compensation locally. Finally, both Strobe and
O-strobe are very restrictive in that they both assume that
the view function includes the key attributes of every base
relation in the view.
We conclude this section by making several observation
to optimise the pmformance of the SWEEP algorithm. In
particular, the two for loops, i.e., the left and right sweeps,
in the ViewChange function are independent aud therefore
can be executed in parallel. The only requirement will be
that the two partial views obtained after the two sweeps
complete, should be merged, i.e., AV = AVLft N Av,igkt.
Another optimization that is possible in the SWEEP algorithm is to pipeline the view construction for multiple
updates. ThE will introduce some complexity in the data
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termination. In all other cases the process will eventually
termimte and the view will be updated.

ARi, we must first evaluate the terms where they differ, i.e.,
ARj WRj+l M... M ~ncw. once this term is evaluated, the
algorithm can proceed with the original evaluation of AR.i,
however, incorporating
the e.tfects of both updates AR =
well as ARj in the queries. Hence, for example, the query
Mjb4AR)4
AR)
to Rj_l is Rj_l M (ARj M... M~w+Rj
which is equivalent to the following:

7

In this paper, we developed a thmework to analyze, characterize, and clasa@ view maintenance algorithms for data
warehouses. We then use this framework to design two algorithms, called SWEEP and Nested SWEEP, for incremental
view maintenance. SWEEP processes one update at a time
on the warehouse and constructs the changea in the mate
rialized view for that update. Any interference caused by
concurrent updates during this view construction is offset
by using local information. SWEEP guarantees complete
consistency and has liiear message complexity in terms of
the number of data sources for each update. This is significantly better than other algorithms that guarantee complete
consistency but have exponential message complexity. Also,
SWEEP does not require quiescence to incorporate the view
changes into the matwialized view. Table 1 compares the
properti~ of SWEEP and Nested SWEEP with respect to
some of the known algorithms for incremental view maint ~
nance.
We then extend SWEEP to design a recursive view maintenance algorithm called Nested SWEEP that computes view
changes for multiple updates collectively. Nested SWEEP
guarantees strong consistency and it also has linear message
complexity in terms of the number of data sources involved
in the data warehouse. Although Nested SWEEP does not
require absolute quiescence, it does need a period during
which interfering updates should subaide for termination.
However. the abzorithm can be easilv modiiied to rcuarantee
termimtion by ~eriodically switchifi to the SWEEP algorithm.

Rj-l

MARj M... ~Ri
+
Rj-l MARj M... MAZL
+
Rj-lt4Rj
M... WARi
In Figure 6, we present the Nested SWEEP algorithm that
recursively incorporates all concurrent updates encountered
during the evaluation of an update. The algorithm recursively evaluates a concurrent update by suspending the current evaluation. It recursively incorporates all the missing
terms and then returns to the original query, after modtiying
it to reflect all reIevant concurrent updates. The algorithm
is similar in structure to the previous algorithm in that it
first sweeps left and then right. On the left sweep of an update AR, whenever it encounters a new concurrent update
ARj, the algorithm recursively evaluates the tiect of ARj
on all relations from Rj + L to Ri. On the other hand, on the
right directional sweep, when an update ARk (k > i) is encountered, the algorithm recursively incorporates the effects
of ARk on & rektions Ri . . . E . . . &_l before proceeding
to the right of Rk.
The overall structure of the Nested SWEEP algorithm
shown in Figure 6 remains the same = SWEEP. The only
change that occurs is that in the two for loops, when a concurrent update ia detected, it is removed from the message
queue, its et%cts on the AV of the current update is compensated, its missing etkcts are evaluated by a recursive call to
function, and after that cdl is completed,
the ViewChange
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MODULE DataWarehou~
GLOBAL DATA
V : RELATION;/“ Initialized to the correct view “/
fJp&teMeaaage@eue
: QUEUE;
FUNCTION ViewChant?e(AR
: RELATION, Left,
VAR
AV, ~emPVi.eW: RELATION;

UpdoteSource,

Right: INTEGER):

RELATION

j: INTEGER
BEGIN
AV = AR
/“ Compute the left part of the rac.mive incremental view ree.lting from AR “/
UpdoteSource
– I; j z Left: j --)
DO
FOR (j=
TempView = Ak
SEND AV TO Data Sourcej;
RECEIVEAV FROM Data Source j;
/“ Recursively compute the missingetTectsof concurrentupdates,if
IF3ARj E UpdoteMemngeQmmeTHEN
Remove ARj from UpdateMeamgeQueue;

any “/

AV = AV – ARj w TempView;
AV = AV + ViewChanSe(ARj,
ENDtF;

i i UpdateSource);

ENDFOR;
/“ Compute the right part of the rec.reive incremental view reeulting from AR “/
FOR (j = UpdateSource + 1; j < Right: j ++) 00
TempView = AV;
SEND AV TO Data Source j;
RECEIVE A V FROM Data Sourcej;

/“ Rec.reively cemp.te the missinge%eto of eonc.rrent updates,if any “/
IF 3ARj E UpdateMe##ageQueue
THEN
Ramove ARj from UpdotehfemageQuew;

AV = AV - AR~ H TemPVietw
AV = AV + Vie~Chat&(ARj;
Lef t,j, 3);
ENDIF;
ENDFOR;
RETURN(AV);
END ViewGVwnge;
PROCESS LogfJpdate#;
lb Same an LogUpdote.
END LogUpdotev

in Figure 4 “/

PROCESSUpdoteView;
BEGIN
LOOP
REMOVE (AR, i) FROM fJpdateMeamageQtieue; /“ block if queue empty “/
= V + ViewChon~e(AR,
1, i,n)
FOR~ER;
END UpdateView;

BEGIN/* Start DataWarehoueeProceaeee
“f
St ortProcea#(LogUpdateo);
StfartProce61(UpdateView);
END Data Wmehowa

F@re

6: The Recursive Incremental View Construction Algorithm
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Table 1: Comparison of various view maintenance algorithms
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